
 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 
 Collaboratively work with Lead Engineers, Engineers, Designers and Supervisors to deliver both single and multi-discipline projects, 

from initial conception, through detailed engineering planning, and onto commissioning supervision 

 Organize, plan, coordinate, and follow up on the Engineering scope of the project, ensuring that resources are allocated to the 

Engineering design Team 

 Secure interface alignment between different disciplines and provide assistance to procurement during sub-supplier negotiations 

 During the project’s budgeting and quotation phase, prepare and present estimates, proposals, and calculations, as well as handle 

change requests 

 Guarantee the timely delivery of all engineering documents and ensure comprehensive final documentation is in place 

 Proactively conduct risk assessment and opportunity management 

 

  

YOUR BENEFITS 
 Growth-oriented company 

 Excellent development prospects and career 

opportunities 

 Flexible working hours and the option for hybrid working 

 Open, pleasant and family friendly working atmosphere 

 Flat hierarchy and short communication ways 

 Varied and responsible activities, exciting projects 

 Family friendly environment with many team- and sports 

events 

YOUR PROFILE 
 A Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in an Engineering 

discipline or a comparable discipline 

 A minimum of 5 years experience in a similar role on 

interdisciplinary projects with complex engineering scope 

in the relevant sectors is mandatory 

 Specific expertise in energy or electrical automation 

technology 

 A certification in PMI or IPMA is beneficial 

 Proficiency with standard MS Office applications, 

especially MS Project, Excel, Word, Teams and Outlook 

 Willingness to occasional travels 

 Handle challenges with a „Can-Do” attitude 

 As soon as possible  Full time  North Germany 

Engineering Manager (m/f/d) 

Our client ist the subsidiary of an international concern. As the market leading concern it 

stands for high innovation, economic strength and sustainability. Our client has 

approximately 500 employees and is a leading provider of automation solutions for the life-

science-industry and the environment and energy sector. In the course of their above 

average growth our client is looking for your support on the next possible starting date. The 

position is exclusively managed by NEWSEARCH and is supposed to be filled in a permanent 

position and in full time. 

Please send your application documents including your income expectations and availability under the project number 223-T260 via 

E-Mail to: patricia.metz@newsearch.de. 

Discretion and the following of non-disclosure notices go without saying. 

Contact person: Patricia Metz 

Phone number: 07251 3844 0 

E-Mail: patricia.metz@newsearch.de 

Project number: 223-T260 

APPLY NOW 
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